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Relief for HDHPs
Required to Provide
Male Contraceptives
Published: April 2, 2018

Certain state laws require insured medical plans to cover male sterilization or
male contraceptives (jointly referred to here as “male contraceptives”) before
the minimum statutory high deductible health plan (“HDHP”) deductible has
been met. This would mean that the HDHP was not a qualifying HDHP (i.e.,
one necessary for health savings account (“HSA”) eligibility). However, the IRS
recently provided relief, preserving HSA eligibility before 2020.

Background
A qualifying HDHP is a health plan that has certain indexed amounts with
respect to annual deductibles and out-of-pocket expenses. A qualifying HDHP
provides “significant benefits” and does not reimburse medical expenses before a
minimum deductible is met, subject to a few exceptions. One such exception is for
preventive care. “Preventive care” is defined federally and does not include male
contraceptives. This is an issue because at least four states have enacted laws
requiring insurers to cover male contraceptives without cost-sharing:
•

Illinois requires insured plans to cover voluntary sterilization procedures
without cost-sharing.

•

Maryland requires insurers to provide coverage for male sterilization
without any copay, coinsurance, or deductible with respect to all
non-grandfathered plans.

•

Oregon requires coverage of sterilization without cost-sharing effective with
the 2019 renewal date.

•

Vermont has a rule like those above except to the extent it would disqualify
an HDHP from being a qualifying HDHP.
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Relief
On March 5, 2018, the IRS issued Notice 2018-12 which provides transition relief until 2020 for individuals who are covered
under a health insurance policy that provides male contraceptives before the statutory deductible is met if the only reason
for HSA-ineligibility is due to the required pre-deductible male contraceptive coverage. This transition relief is put in place
to give states a chance to change their laws, perhaps by following Vermont’s lead and carving out qualifying HDHPs from
any male contraceptives mandate. This does not affect self-funded plans.
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Final DOL
Disability Benefits
Claims Procedures
Effective April 1, 2018
Published: April 4, 2018

The Department of Labor (the “Department”) announced a final rule on
December 16, 2016, revising the claims procedure regulations under ERISA for
employee benefit plans providing disability benefits. The final rule revised and
strengthened the prior rules by adopting certain procedural protections and
safeguards for disability benefit claims that were currently applicable to claims for
group health benefits pursuant to the Affordable Care Act (“ACA”). This rule affects
plan administrators and participants and beneficiaries of plans providing disability
benefits (insured and self-insured), and others who assist in the provision of
these benefits, such as third-party benefits administrators and other service
providers.
After much delay, this rule finally became effective as of April 1, 2018.

Background
ERISA requires every employee benefit plan to “provide adequate notice in
writing to any participant or beneficiary whose claim for benefits under the plan
has been denied, setting forth the specific reasons for such denial, written in a
manner calculated to be understood by the participant” and “afford a reasonable
opportunity to any participant whose claim for benefits has been denied for a full
and fair review by the appropriate named fiduciary of the decision denying the
claim.”
On November 18, 2015, the Department published a proposed rule regarding the
claims procedure for plans providing disability benefits under ERISA. The final
rule largely adopts the proposed rule with some notable changes.

Changes
Notable changes include:
•

Adding vocational experts to the list of persons involved in the decisionmaking process who must be insulated from the plan’s conflicts of interest;
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•

Requiring adverse benefit determinations to contain
a discussion of the basis for disagreeing with the
views of medical or vocational experts whose advice
was obtained on behalf of the plan in connection with
a claimant’s adverse benefit determination, without
regard to whether the advice was relied upon in
making the benefit determination; and

•

Right to Review and Respond to New Information
Before Final Decision. The final rule prohibits plans
from denying benefits on appeal based on new
or additional evidence or rationales that were not
included when the benefit was denied at the claims
stage, unless the claimant is given notice and a fair
opportunity to respond.

•

Requiring notices of adverse benefit determinations
on review to include a description of any applicable
contractual limitations period and its expiration date.

•

Avoiding Conflicts of Interest. Plans must
ensure that disability benefit claims and appeals
are adjudicated in a manner designed to ensure
the independence and impartiality of the persons
involved in making the decision. For example,
a claims adjudicator or medical or vocational
expert could not be hired, promoted, terminated or
compensated based on the likelihood of the person
denying benefit claims.

•

Deemed Exhaustion of Claims and Appeal
Processes. If plans do not adhere to all claims
processing rules, the claimant is deemed to have
exhausted the administrative remedies available
under the plan, unless the violation was the result
of a minor error and other specified conditions are
met. If the claimant is deemed to have exhausted the
administrative remedies available under the plan, the
claim or appeal is deemed denied on review without
the exercise of discretion by a fiduciary and the
claimant may immediately pursue his or her claim in
court. The final rule also provides that the plan must
treat a claim as re-filed on appeal upon the plan’s
receipt of a court’s decision rejecting the claimant’s
request for review.

•

Certain Coverage Rescissions are Adverse
Benefit Determinations Subject to the Claims
Procedure Protections. Rescissions of coverage,
including retroactive terminations due to alleged
misrepresentation of fact (e.g. errors in the application
for coverage) must be treated as adverse benefit
determinations, thereby triggering the plan’s appeals
procedures. Rescissions for non-payment of
premiums are not covered by this provision.

Summary
The major provisions in the final rule amend the
Department’s current claims procedure regulation for
disability plans by incorporating the following improvements
to the processing of claims and appeals for disability
benefits:
•

Improvement to Basic Disclosure Requirements.
Benefit denial notices must contain a more complete
discussion of why the plan denied a claim and the
standards used in making the decision. For example,
the notices must include a discussion of the basis for
disagreeing with a disability determination made by
the Social Security Administration if presented by the
claimant in support of his or her claim.

•

Right to Claim File and Internal Protocols. Benefit
denial notices must include a statement that the
claimant is entitled to receive, upon request, the
entire claim file and other relevant documents.
Currently this statement is required only in notices
denying benefits on appeal. Benefit denial notices
also have to include the internal rules, guidelines,
protocols, standards or other similar criteria of the
plan that were used in denying a claim or a statement
that none were used. Currently, instead of including
these internal rules and protocols, benefit denial
notices have the option of including a statement that
such rules and protocols were used in denying the
claim and that a copy will be provided to the claimant
upon request.
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•

Notices Written in a Culturally and Linguistically
Appropriate Manner. The final rule requires that
benefit denial notices have to be provided in a
culturally and linguistically appropriate manner in
certain situations. The final rule essentially adopts
the ACA standard for group health benefit notices.
Specifically, if a disability claimant’s address is in a
county where 10 percent or more of the population
is literate only in the same non-English language,
benefit denial notices must include a prominent
statement in the relevant non-English language
about the availability of language services. The plan
would also be required to provide a verbal customer
assistance process in the non-English language and
provide written notices in the non-English language
upon request.

April
4,2018
2018
April 4,

Effective Date
The final rule is effective thirty (30) days after its publication
in the Federal Register, and the improvements in the claims
procedure process are generally applicable to disability
benefit claims submitted on or after April 1, 2018.

Employer Action
Employers sponsoring disability programs will be subject
to these rules with respect to disability claims submitted on
or after April 1, 2018. Employers should review and timely
update their disability plan documents, Summary Plan
Descriptions, and other related materials to conform to the
new regulation. They should also review the new regulations
with their service providers to ensure carriers are prepared
to implement the changes in the final regulation.
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New FAQs Address Tax
Credit for Paid Family and
Medical Leave
Published: May 7, 2018

On April 9, 2018, the IRS released its first round of guidance in the form of FAQs
concerning the new employer credit for paid family and medical leave (FML)
under Code Section 45S.

Background
Added by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, Code Section 45S provides that for tax
years 2018 and 2019, eligible employers can claim a general business tax credit
for wages paid to qualifying employees who are on FML if certain requirements
are satisfied. While the FAQs released by the IRS offer little in the way of new
guidance, they do provide a helpful summary of the credit, particularly on the
eligibility rules.

Overview of FAQs
To claim the credit, employers must have a written policy in place that provides at
least two weeks of paid FML annually to all qualifying employees who work full
time (prorated for employees that work part time) and the paid FML must provide
at least 50 percent of the wages normally paid to the employee. For purposes of
the credit, a qualifying employee is any employee under the Fair Labor Standards
Act who has been employed for one year or more and who, for the preceding
year, did not receive compensation beyond a certain threshold (to claim the 2018
credit, the employee’s income may not exceed $72,000 in 2017).
As provided in the FAQs, FML is leave for one or more of the following reasons:
1. Birth of an employee’s child and to care for the child.
2. Placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care.
3. To care for the employee’s spouse, child, or parent who has a serious
health condition.
4. A serious health condition that make the employee unable to perform the
functions of his or her position.
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5. Any qualifying exigency due to an employee’s
spouse, child, or parent being on covered active duty
(or having been notified of an impending call or order
to covered active duty) in the Armed Forces.
6. To care for a service member who is the employee’s
spouse, child, parent, or next of kin.
To the extent an employer complies with the requirements
under Code Section 45S, a minimum credit of 12.5% will
be applied to qualified wages paid to an employee while
on FML. The amount of the credit will increase 0.25% for
each percentage point paid to a qualifying employee that
exceeds 50% of the employee’s wages, to a maximum of
25%. However, as emphasized by the FAQs, any leave paid
by a state or local government or required by state or local
law will not be considered in determining the amount of
employer-provided paid FML. Furthermore, any wages
taken into account in determining any other general
business credit may not be used in determining this Section
45S credit.

May
2018
May 7,7,2018

Conclusion
Although this IRS FAQ provided a helpful summary of the
credit eligibility rules, many questions regarding the Section
45S employer credit for paid FML remain. Specifically,
the IRS recognizes that these FAQs fail to address all
questions related to the written policy requirements, the
impact of state and local requirements, and how to treat
wages paid by the employer’s insurance provider in the
event of employee disability, among others.
The IRS expects to issue additional guidance in the coming
months. In the meantime, employers wishing to take
advantage of this credit should review the conditions set
forth in Code Section 45S and these FAQs to satisfy the
requirements necessary to claim the credit.
For IRS FAQs, visit https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/section45s-employer-credit-for-paid-family-and-medical-leave-faqs.
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New Jersey Enacts Paid
Sick Leave Law
Published: May 8, 2018

On May 2, Governor Murphy signed the New Jersey Paid Sick Leave Act into
law, requiring New Jersey employers to provide up to forty (40) hours of paid
sick leave per year to covered employees. The law applies to all employers in the
State of New Jersey, including temporary help service firms, but excludes public
employers required to provide their employees with sick leave. The new law will
go into effect on October 29, 2018 and preempts all existing and future municipal
ordinances in New Jersey regarding paid sick time.

Who is a Covered Employee?
The Act covers most employees working in the State of New Jersey. Employees in
the construction industry, employed under a collective bargaining agreement, per
diem health care employees, and public employees who already have sick leave
benefits are specifically excluded from the Act.

Accrual of Leave
Employers must designate any period of 12 consecutive months as a benefit
year, and cannot change the benefit year without first notifying the New Jersey
Department of Labor and Workforce Development. In each benefit year, an
employee may accrue up to 40 hours of paid sick leave benefits at a rate of one
hour for every 30 hours worked. Employers are permitted to “frontload” the full 40
hours at the beginning of the benefit year. Employees may carry over accrued
but unused benefits, but employers are not required to provide more than 40
hours of paid sick leave in a single benefit year. Employers may choose to offer
employees the ability to payout unused but accrued sick leave in the final month
of the employee’s benefit year. If an employee chooses to receive such a payment,
the employee can choose the full amount of unused sick time or 50% of such sick
time and carry-over the rest, as long as it’s not more than 40 hours.
Paid time off (PTO) policies may be used to satisfy the Act’s requirements so long
as the policy provides at least the same benefits as those provided under the Act.
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Current employees will begin accruing sick time on October
29, 2018. Employees hired after October 29 will begin to
accrue sick time on the first date of their employment.
With respect to temporary help service firms, paid sick
leave will accrue on the basis of the total time worked on
assignment with the firm, not separately for each client firm
where the employee is assigned.

How can Leave be Used?
A covered employee may use paid sick leave benefits for
any one of the following:
•

Diagnosis, care or treatment of, or recovery from,
the employee’s own mental or physical illness,
including preventive medical care;

•

Diagnosis, care or treatment of, or recovery for a
family member’s mental or physical illness, including
preventive medical care;

•

Time needed due to the employee or employee’s
family member being a victim of domestic or sexual
violence, including counseling, legal services,
or participation in any civil or criminal proceedings;

•

Time needed when the employee’s workplace or
school/ childcare of the employee’s child is closed
by order of a public official or other public health
emergency; and

•

Time to attend a school-related conference or
meeting to discuss a child’s health condition or
disability.

May
8,2018
2018
May 8,

Notice and Recordkeeping
If an employee’s absence is foreseeable, an employer
may require notice, not to exceed seven (7) days, from
an employee of the date leave is to begin and the
expected duration of such leave prior to using sick leave. If
unforeseeable, the employee must give notice as soon as
practicable. If an employee is absent for at least three (3)
consecutive days, an employer may require the employee to
provide reasonable documentation confirming the leave is
for a purpose permitted under the Act.
The Commissioner of the Department of Labor will be
developing a model notice detailing employees’ rights under
the Act. Employers are required to post the notice and
provide a copy to employees within 30 days after the notice
has been issued. The notice must be given to new hires
upon hire and to any employee upon request.
Employers must retain records documenting hours worked
and earned sick leave used by employees for a period of
five (5) years, and allow access to the Department of Labor.

Employer Action
Employers should review their current paid time off and
sick leave policies to determine compliance with the Act
and determine whether they will need to implement new
policies or amend existing policies. Employers should also
review their employee handbooks and make any necessary
revisions. Finally, employers should keep their eyes open for
the model notice from the Department.

The term “family member” is broadly defined to include any
individual related by blood or whose close association with
the employee is the equivalent of a family relationship.
Employers are permitted to choose the increments
employees may use accrued sick time; however, the largest
increment chosen may not be larger than the number of
hours an employee was scheduled to work in a given shift.
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2019 Inflation Adjusted
Amounts for HSAs
Published: May 14, 2018

The IRS released the inflation adjustments for health savings accounts (HSAs)
and their accompanying high deductible health plans (HDHPs) effective for
calendar year 2019. Most limits increased from 2018 amounts.

Annual Contribution Limitation
For calendar year 2019, the limitation on deductions for an individual with
self-only coverage under a high deductible health plan is $3,500. For calendar
year 2019, the limitation on deductions for an individual with family coverage
under a high deductible health plan is $7,000.

High Deductible Health Plan
For calendar year 2019, a “high deductible health plan” is defined as a health plan
with an annual deductible that is not less than $1,350 for self-only coverage or
$2,700 for family coverage, and the annual out-of-pocket expenses (deductibles,
co-payments, and other amounts, but not premiums) do not exceed $6,750 for
self-only coverage or $13,500 for family coverage.
Non-calendar year plans: In cases where the HDHP renewal date is after the
beginning of the calendar year (i.e., a fiscal year HDHP), any required changes to
the annual deductible or out-of-pocket maximum may be implemented as of the next
renewal date.

Catch-up Contribution
Individuals who are age 55 or older and covered by a qualified high deductible
health plan may make additional catch-up contributions each year until they enroll
in Medicare. The additional contribution, as outlined by the statute, is $1,000 for
2009 and thereafter.
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PCOR Fee
Filing Reminder for
Self-Insured Plans
Published: May 14, 2018

The PCOR filing deadline is July 31, 2018 for all self-funded medical plans and
HRAs for plan years ending in 2017.
The plan years and associated amounts are as follows:
Plan Year

Amount of PCOR Fee

Payment and
Filing Date

February 1, 2016 – January 31, 2017

$2.26/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

March 1, 2016 – February 29, 2017

$2.26/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

April 1, 2016 – March 31, 2017

$2.26/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

May 1, 2016 – April 30, 2017

$2.26/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

June 1, 2016 – May 31, 2017

$2.26/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

July 1, 2016 – June 30, 2017

$2.26/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

August 1, 2016 – July 31, 2017

$2.26/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

September 1, 2016 – August 31, 2017 $2.26/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

October 1, 2016 – September 30,
2017

$2.26/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

November 1, 2016 – October 31, 2017 $2.39/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

December 1, 2016 – November 30,
2017

$2.39/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

January 1, 2017 – December 31,
2017

$2.39/covered life/year

July 31, 2018

For the Form 720 and Instructions, visit:
https://www.irs.gov/uac/form-720-quarterly-federal-excise-tax-return.
The information is reported in Part II.
Please note that Form 720 is a tax form (not an informational return form such
as Form 5500). As such, the employer or an accountant would need to prepare it.
Parties other than the plan sponsor, such as third-party administrators and USI,
cannot report or pay the fee.
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Short Plan Years

What is the PCOR fee for the short plan year?

The IRS issued FAQs that address how the PCOR fee
works with a self-insured health plan on a short plan year.

The PCOR fee for the short plan year of an applicable
self-insured health plan is equal to the average number
of lives covered during that plan year multiplied by the
applicable dollar amount for that plan year.

Does the PCOR fee apply to an applicable
self-insured health plan that has a short plan
year?
Yes, the PCOR fee applies to a short plan year of an
applicable self-insured health plan. A short plan year is a
plan year that spans fewer than 12 months and may occur
for a number of reasons. For example, a newly established
applicable self-insured health plan that operates using a
calendar year has a short plan year as its first year if it was
established and began operating beginning on a day other
than Jan. 1. Similarly, a plan that operates with a fiscal plan
year experiences a short plan year when its plan year is
changed to a calendar year plan year.

Thus, for example, the PCOR fee for an applicable
self-insured health plan that has a short plan year that
starts on April 1, 2017, and ends on Dec. 31, 2017, is equal
to the average number of lives covered for April through
Dec. 31, 2017, multiplied by $2.39 (the applicable dollar
amount for plan years ending on or after Oct. 1, 2017, but
before Oct. 1, 2018).
See FAQ 12 & 13, https://www.irs.gov/affordable-careact/patient-centered-outcomes-research-trust-fund-feequestions-and-answers.
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IRS Restores Original
2018 Family HSA
Contribution Limit
Published: May 15, 2018

On April 26, 2018, the IRS announced relief associated with the decrease from
$6,900 to $6,850 for 2018 HSA contributions tied to family coverage that was
previously announced in Revenue Procedure 2018-18.
New IRS guidance in Revenue Procedure 2018-27 allows taxpayers to once again
treat the 2018 maximum HSA contribution for the family tier as $6,900 – not the
reduced limit of $6,850 that was unexpectedly announced on March 2, 2018.

Why was the Limit Changed Back?
The IRS and Treasury Department determined that it was in the best interest
of taxpayers to reinstate the originally published limit of $6,900. IRS and the
Treasury noted that the $50 reduction to the family HSA contribution limitation
imposed numerous unanticipated administrative and financial burdens. The
agencies ultimately concluded that the burden to taxpayers and employers
outweighed the benefit of the $50 reduction.

What if an Individual Already Adjusted His/Her HSA?
If an individual has already made changes to his or her HSA contributions based
on the $6,850 deduction limitation, this guidance clarifies what taxpayers can do
in light of this relief:
•

Those that have already received an excess contribution distribution from
an HSA based on the $6,850 deduction limit may treat the distribution as
a mistake and repay the HSA up to $6,900 by April 15, 2019. The repaid
contribution (including earnings on that contribution) will not be included in
the taxpayer’s gross income and will not be subject to excise taxes.

•

Alternatively, an individual who received an excess contribution distribution
(with earnings) from an HSA based on the $6,850 deduction limit may
choose to not repay the $50 distribution into the HSA. This distribution
will not be subject to the 20% tax for non-qualified medical expense
distributions.
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Employer Action
•

•

•

An announcement should be made to employees
informing them that the maximum HSA contribution
for those with family coverage is $6,900 (not $6,850).
There is no particular format required. Any materials
printed already should be revised, if feasible. Any
materials not printed already should be reviewed to
ensure the limit is published as $6,900 and revised,
if necessary.
Allow impacted employees to increase their annual
HSA election to $6,900, if applicable. HSA elections
can be changed monthly. This includes pre-tax
HSA contributions made through a Code Sec.
125 plan. These rules permit HSA contribution
elections to increase or decrease at any time (and
at least monthly), as long as the change is effective
prospectively, without a corresponding status change.

May
15,2018
2018
May 15,

Review of the 2018 HSA/HDHP Limits
The 2018 HSA contribution limits and high-deductible health
plan (“HDHP”) requirements are as follows:
•

Maximum HSA contributions of $3,450 for those with
self-only coverage

•

Maximum HSA contributions of $6,900 for those with
family coverage

•

Catch-up contribution (for those 55 or older) of
$1,000

•

Minimum deductibles of $1,350 self-only / $2,700
family

•

Maximum out-of-pocket expenses of $6,650 self-only
/ $13,300 family

Work with payroll vendors and HSA trustees/
custodians to update systems with the new limit.
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MHPAEA Enforcement
Update, Compliance
Tools Released &
Proposed FAQs Issued
Published: May 22, 2018

DOL and HHS Enforcement Highlights
The Department of Labor’s Employee Benefits Security Administration (“EBSA”)
recently released its Fiscal Year 2017 Mental Health Parity and Addition Equity
Act (“MHPAEA”) Enforcement Fact Sheet summarizing its enforcement activity.
MHPAEA applies to most group health plans either directly or through the fact the
plan offers Essential Health Benefits which include mental health and substance
use disorder benefits. Simultaneously, EBSA along with the Department of Health
and Human Services Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),
released an Action Plan detailing past enforcement actions as well as planned
enforcement and compliance assistance efforts.
•

EBSA closed 347 health investigations (187 of which were plans subject to
MHPAEA) in FY 2017.

•

Of the 187 plans that were subject to MHPAEA, 92 were cited with
violations.

•

CMS has completed five (5) investigations of non-federal governmental
plans to detect MHPAEA violations and conducted one (1) Market Conduct
Examination related to MHPAEA since the beginning
of 2016.

•

EBSA announced there are now 400 EBSA investigators that review plans
for compliance with ERISA; a 15% decrease in investigative staff compared
to previous years. Although, it announced it is establishing dedicated
MHPAEA enforcement teams to conduct investigations of behavioral health
organizations and insurance companies. If the violation involves a service
provider such as insurance carrier, it will seek global correction for all plans
affected by requiring plans to remove offending plan provisions
and pay any improperly denied benefits.
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•

In 2017, HHS and DOL brought together federal
experts and state insurance department officials
to share best practices and conduct technical
assistance on MHPAEA implementation. These
Parity Policy Academies focused on advancing parity
compliance in the commercial market and Medicaid/
CHIP market.

Compliance Assistance Tools and Other
Resources
To assist plans and issuers with compliance going forward,
EBSA issued a MHPAEA Self-Compliance Tool which plans
may use to determine whether the coverage offered to
participants complies with MHPAEA rules. This tool, with its
eight complex questions and step-by-step analysis, aims to
give the user a basic understanding of MHPAEA rules and
evaluate compliance generally. EBSA plans to update this
tool with more comprehensive guidance on a biennial basis.

May
22,2018
2018
May 22,

HHS plans to continue updating its Parity Portal (https://
www.hhs.gov/programs/topic-sites/mental-health-parity/
index.html) which is a resource to help consumers to
determine if they have experience a MHPAEA violation,
solve MHPHAEA coverage issues, file complaints, and
submit an appeal.
EBSA and CMS plan to release information on enforcement
efforts and action plans annually.

Proposed MHPAEA FAQs Issued
The Departments of Labor, Health and Human
Services and Treasury issued proposed FAQs providing
implementation guidance on the Mental Health Parity
and Addiction Equity Act (MHPAEA). Specifically, the
FAQs provide helpful clarification as to Non-Quantitative
Treatment Limits (NQTL) that trigger MHPAEA violations
and guidance on MHPAEA’s disclosure obligations.

Background
HHS and DOL plan to publish reports from the Parity Policy
Academies held in 2017. Also, the HHS-Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA),
in conjunction with EBSA, is developing a “clear language”
tool to provide families and caregivers with important
information and resources to actively support the individuals
in their care. SAMHSA is also developing a tool kit to help
state insurance regulators, behavioral health authority staff,
insurance executives and human resource professionals
develop a basis for understanding Federal parity law and
regulations.

MHPAEA applies to:
•

Employers with more than 50 employees offering
group health plan coverage, insured or self-funded,
that includes any Mental Health or Substance Use
Disorder (MH/SUD) benefits.

•

Non-grandfathered insured plans, including coverage
in the small group health plan market.
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Briefly, MHPAEA:
•

Requires that if a plan provides MH/SUD benefits
in any classification, those benefits are provided in
every classification in which medical/surgical benefits
are provided.

•

Prohibits a plan from imposing a financial requirement
or Quantitative Treatment Limit (QTL) on MH/SUD
benefits in any classification that is more restrictive
than the predominant financial requirement or QTL
of the same type applied to substantially all medical/
surgical benefits.
•

A financial requirement includes copays,
deductibles, cost-sharing, coinsurance and out-ofpocket maximums.

•

A QTL means annual, episode and lifetime days
and/or visit limits (e.g., number of treatments,
visits or days of coverage).

•

Prohibits a plan from imposing a NQTL on MH/
SUD benefits in any classification unless, under
the terms of the plan as written and in operation,
any processes, strategies, evidentiary standards,
or other factors used in applying the NQTL to MH/
SUD benefits in a classification are comparable
to, and are applied no more stringently than,
those used in applying the limitation with
respect to medical/surgical benefits in the same
classification.

May
22,2018
2018
May 22,

Pursuant to the plan’s written terms, experimental and/
or investigative treatment for both MH/SUD and medical/
surgical benefits is not covered. The plan states that when
no professionally recognized treatment guidelines define
clinically appropriate standards of care for the condition,
and fewer than two randomized controlled trials are
available to support the treatment’s use with respect to
the condition the treatment for the condition is considered
experimental (and therefore not covered by the plan).
The Departments conclude denying ABA treatment as
experimental violates MHPAEA as the exclusion for
treatment of ABA therapy is a NQTL that is imposed more
stringently on MH/SUD because ABA therapy meets
professionally recognized treatment guidelines and the
requisite number of randomized controlled trials support the
use of ABA therapy to treat children with Autism Spectrum
Disorder.
Dosage Limitations
Plans may impose dosage limits as a medical management
technique with respect to prescription drug coverages. Such
limits are NQTLs.
The Departments’ regulations require that the processes,
strategies, evidentiary standards, or other factors used in
applying an NQTL to MH/SUD prescription drug benefits
(in this case, a dosage limit on buprenorphine to treat
opioid use disorder) must be comparable to and applied no
more stringently than the processes, strategies, evidentiary
standards, or other factors used in applying dosage limits to
prescription drugs to treat medical/surgical conditions.

Non-Quantitative Treatment Limits
The guidance provides detailed examples of various plan
designs and operations that may violate MHPAEA.
Exclusion for Experimental Treatment, Autism, ABA
Therapy

If the plan follows the dosage recommendations in
professionally-recognized treatment guidelines to set
dosage limits for prescription drugs in its formulary to treat
medical/surgical conditions, it must also follow comparable
treatment guidelines, and apply them no more stringently,
in setting dosage limits for prescription drugs, including
buprenorphine, to treat MH/SUD conditions.

In Q/A-2, a plan identifies Autism as a MH condition.
The plan denies ABA therapy (used to treat some children
with autism) as experimental.
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Provider Reimbursement Rates
While a plan is not required to pay identical provider
reimbursement rates for medical/surgical and MH/SUD
providers, a plan’s standards for admitting a provider to
participate in a network (including the plan’s reimbursement
rates for providers) is an NQTL. In Q/A-7, where the
plan reduces reimbursement rates for non-physician
practitioners providing MH/SUD services but does not have
a comparable process for non-physician medical/surgical
practitioners, the plan violates MHPAEA.
Eating Disorders
A plan provides benefits for the treatment of eating
disorders but excludes all inpatient, out-of-network
treatment outside of a hospital setting for eating disorders,
including residential treatment (which it regards as an
inpatient benefit). FAQ-9 makes clear such an exclusion
violates MHPAEA because such a restriction based on
facility type is a NQTL and it is being more stringently
applied to a MH/SUD condition (eating disorder) than
other medical/surgical conditions by excluding residential
treatment when no such exclusion applies to other medical/
surgical benefits.
Other NQTL Examples
•

•

Q/A-3 provides an example of an impermissible
NQTL when the plan (in operation) reviews and
covers certain treatments for medical/surgical
conditions that have a “C” rating on a treatment-bytreatment basis but denies all benefits for MH/SUD
treatments that have a rating of “C” or below.
The fact the plan may deny some treatment for
medical/surgical benefits with a “C” rating does
not negate the fact a more stringent unconditional
exclusion applies when a “C” treatment is requested
for a MH/SUD condition.
Q/A-5 provides an example of a plan with a blanket
exclusion for all treatment (including prescription
drugs) associated with bi-polar disorder. In this
example, such an exclusion does not violate
MHPAEA. However:

May
22,2018
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•

If coverage is insured, such an exclusion may
violate state mental health parity rules that are
more stringent than what federal law requires
(including whether such benefits constitute an
essential health benefit under the applicable state
benchmark plan).

•

This guidance does not address whether such
exclusion for treatment of bi-polar disorder raises
other issues in Federal law, including possible
claims under the ADA.

•

Q/A-6 illustrates how a step-therapy plan design
(commonly known as “step therapy protocols” or
“fail-first policies”) is an NQTL and a more stringent
standard that required two attempts at out-patient
treatment to be eligible for in-patient, in-network
SUD benefits versus a one attempt requirement at
outpatient treatment to be eligible for in-patient,
in-network medical/surgical benefits is an
impermissible NQTL

•

Q/A-8 addresses network adequacy, generally
applicable to insured plans and the carriers offering
insured coverage.

•

Q/A-10 provides an emergency room care scenario
and whether the benefits being received are for
medical/surgical or MH/SUD when there is a physical
injury that may result from a MH/SUD condition.

Applicable MHPAEA Disclosures
•

The criteria for medical necessity determinations with
respect to MH/SUD benefits must be made available
by the plan administrator or the health insurance
issuer to any current or potential participant,
beneficiary, or contracting provider upon request.

•

The reason for any denial of reimbursement or
payment for services with respect to MH/SUD
benefits must be made available to participants and
beneficiaries.
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•

To comply with ERISA’s document request and claims
appeals rules, plans must include information on
medical necessity criteria for both medical/surgical
benefits and MH/SUD benefits, as well as the
processes, strategies, evidentiary standards,
and other factors used to apply an NQTL with respect
to medical/surgical benefits and MH/SUD benefits
under the plan.

Resources
•

 iscal Year 2017 Mental Health Parity and Addition
F
Equity Act (“MHPAEA”) Enforcement Fact Sheet,
https://www.dol.gov/sites/default/files/ebsa/about-ebsa/
our-activities/resource-center/fact-sheets/mhpaeaenforcement-2017.pdf

•

 ction Plan for Enhanced Enforcement of the Mental
A
Health and Substance Abuse Disorder Coverage,
https://www.hhs.gov/programs/topic-sites/mentalhealth-parity/achieving-parity/21st-century-cures-actsection-13002/index.html

•

MHPAEA Self-Compliance Tool, https://www.dol.
gov/sites/default/files/ebsa/about-ebsa/our-activities/
resource-center/publications/compliance-assistanceguide-appendix-a-mhpaea.docx

FAQs 11-12 provide the following guidance:
•

•

If an ERISA-covered plan utilizes a network, its SPD
must provide a general description of the provider
network. The list of providers in that SPD must be
up-to-date, accurate, and complete (using reasonable
efforts). The list may be provided as a separate
document that accompanies the plan’s SPD if it is
furnished automatically and without charge and the
SPD contains a statement to that effect. An out-ofdate provider directory is not permissible.

May
22,2018
2018
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ERISA plans may provide a hyperlink or URL address
in enrollment and plan materials for a provider directly
where, among other things, MH/SUD providers can
be found.

Employer Action
These FAQs, as well as other recent MHPAEA enforcement
guidance, indicates MHPAEA remains a top enforcement
priority for the Departments. Employers should review these
proposed FAQs and may wish to evaluate their plan(s)’s
MHPAEA compliance.
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IRS Explains Letter 227
Published: May 31, 2018

The IRS recently published additional guidance explaining the Letter 227, which
is an IRS acknowledgement letter regarding an Applicable Large Employer’s
(ALE) response to Letter 226-J (which notified the ALE of potential liability for an
Employer Shared Responsibility Payment (ESRP)). The IRS used the information
provided in response to the initial Letter 226-J to review the ESRP. The Letter 227
version explains the outcome of that review and the next steps to take to fully
resolve the ESRP (if there are any).
Briefly, the guidance:
•

Explains the 5 versions of Letters 227, one of which will be issued to the
ALE in response to receipt of the employer’s Letter 226-J submission
(generally, Form 14764 and other materials as applicable).

•

Describes next steps the ALE should take, as necessary.

•

Provides answers to some commonly asked questions.

ALEs that responded to a Letter 226-J should anticipate receiving Letter 227 from
the IRS. It is important to carefully review and address, as applicable, Letter 227
to preserve any available appeals rights.
Letter 227 is not a bill. A separate bill, CP220J, will be received after the ESRP
has been assessed.

Letter 227 – Five Versions
•

Letter 227-J acknowledges receipt of the signed agreement Form 14764,
ESRP Response, and that the ESRP will be assessed. After issuance of
this letter, the case will be closed. No response is required.
• In this instance, the ALE may receive a separate CP220J – which is the
bill to pay any owed ESRP that was not previously paid.
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•

•

•

•

Letter 227-K acknowledges receipt of the information
provided and shows the ESRP has been reduced
to zero. After issuance of this letter, the case will be
closed. No response is required.
Letter 227-L acknowledges receipt of the information
provided and shows the ESRP has been revised.
The letter includes an updated Form 14765
(Premium Tax Credit (PTC) Listing) and revised
calculation table. The ALE can agree or request a
meeting with the manager and/or appeals.
Letter 227-M acknowledges receipt of information
provided and shows that the ESRP did not change.
The letter provides an updated Form 14765 (PTC
Listing) and revised calculation table. The ALE can
agree or request a meeting with the manager and/or
appeals.
Letter 227-N acknowledges the decision reached in
Appeals and shows the ESRP based on the Appeals
review. After issuance of this letter, the case will be
closed. No response is required.
• In this instance, the ALE may receive a separate
CP220J – which is the bill to pay any owed ESRP
that was not previously paid.

May
31,2018
2018
May 31,

Helpful Hints
•

Review Forms 1094-C and 1095-C from the
appropriate calendar year to determine whether
the information the IRS shows is accurate with your
records.

•

Review your submission to the IRS in response to the
Letter 226-J.

•

Keep copies of any submission to the IRS for your
records.

•

Contact the IRS at the phone number provided in
the letter if you have questions or feel that you need
additional time to respond.

For More Information
•

https://www.irs.gov/faqs/irs-procedures/notices-letters/
understanding-your-letter-227

•

https://www.irs.gov/affordable-care-act/individualsand-families/are-you-an-applicable-large-employerreview-your-status-annually

It’s important to note that if an ALE receives a 227-L or
227-M, a response is required.

Employer Action
•

An ALE that receives a 227-L or 227-M will need
to complete the response Form 14764 indicating
agreement or disagreement with the proposed ESRP.

•

If the ALE disagrees with the proposed assessment,
the ALE must explain its reasoning and indicate any
further changes on Form 14756. All documents must
be returned to the IRS by the If response date.

•

the ALE agrees with the ESRP, sign the response
form and return it with payment.
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NYC Paid Sick
Leave Law Now Includes
Safe Leave
Published: June 1, 2018

Due to an amendment made to the Earned Sick Time Act, covered employers
must provide their employees working in New York City for more than 80 hours in
a calendar year with notice of the new “safe time” leave available to them under
the revised law. Employers are required to provide notice of this change to their
employees by Monday, June 4, 2018.

Background
Mayor de Blasio signed an amendment to the Earned Sick Time Act on
November 6, 2017, allowing employees to use paid sick leave under “safe time.”
Effective May 5, 2018, the revised law, the Earned Safe and Sick Time Act,
requires employers to provide paid time off for hours taken in connection with
family offense matters, such as sexual offenses, stalking, or human trafficking.
The change does not require an employer to provide additional time off for safe
leave, instead, the amendment requires employers to allow employees to use
earned sick leave for safe leave purposes.

Use of Safe Leave
Under the revised law, new circumstances allow absences from work when
the employee or the employee’s family member has been the victim of a
family offense matter, sexual offense, stalking or human trafficking. These new
circumstances include:
a. to obtain services from a domestic violence shelter, rape crisis center,
or other shelter or services program for relief from a family offense matter,
sexual offense, stalking, or human trafficking;
b.

to participate in safety planning, temporarily or permanently relocate, or take
other actions to increase the safety of the employee or employee’s family
members from future family offense matters, sexual offenses, stalking, or
human trafficking;

c.

to meet with a civil attorney or other social service provider to obtain
information and
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d. advice on, and prepare for or participate in any
criminal or civil proceeding, including but not limited
to, matters related to a family offense matter, sexual
offense, stalking, human trafficking, custody, visitation,
matrimonial issues, orders of protection, immigration,
housing, discrimination in employment, housing or
consumer credit;
e. to file a complaint or domestic incident report with law
enforcement;
f.

to meet with a district attorney’s office;

g. to enroll children in a new school; or
h. to take other actions necessary to maintain, improve,
or restore the physical, psychological, or economic
health or safety of the employee or the employee’s
family member or to protect those who associate or
work with the employee.

•

June
2018
June 1,1,2018

Employers are required to provide this notice in the
employee’s primary language, if available on the
Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) website.
To review the Notice of Employee Rights in 25
additional languages please visit: https://www1.nyc.
gov/site/dca/about/paid-sick-leave-law.page

Employer Action
New York City employers should review current paid sick
leave policies to ensure alignment with the revised Earned
Safe and Sick Time Act to include safe leave. Further,
employers should disseminate the newest Notice of
Employee Rights to employees by June 4, 2018.
For more information and FAQs on the New York City
Earned Safe and Sick Time Act please visit: https://www1.
nyc.gov/site/dca/about/paid-sick-leave-law.page

Notice Requirement
•

New York City employers are required to provide an
updated Notice of Employee Rights to employees
by June 4, 2018. To review the Notice of Employee
Rights please visit: https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/
dca/downloads/pdf/about/PaidSickLeaveMandatoryNotice-English.pdf
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IRS Announces
2019 ACA Affordability
Indexed Amount
Published: June 5, 2018

The IRS recently announced in Revenue Procedure 2018-34 that the Affordable
Care Act (ACA) affordability indexed amount under the Employer Shared
Responsibility Payment (ESRP) requirements will be 9.86% for the 2019 plan
year. The increase from the 2018 amount (9.56%) is the largest percentage
increase to date for affordability under the ESRP requirements.

Background
Revenue Procedure 2018-34 specifically addresses the increase as it pertains
to obtaining a subsidy through the Exchange under Section 36B (premium tax
credit). However, in IRS Notice 2015-87, the IRS explained that a percentage
change under Section 36B will correspond to a similar change for affordability
under section 4980H ESRP requirements.

Determining Affordability in 2019
An employer will not be subject to a penalty with respect to an ACA FTE if that
employee’s required contribution for 2019 for the employer’s lowest cost self-only
coverage complies with one of the following safe harbors.
1. The W-2 safe harbor.
The employee’s monthly contribution amount for the self-only premium
of the employer’s lowest cost coverage that provides minimum value is
affordable if it is equal to or lower than 9.86% of the employee’s W-2 wages
(as reported on Box 1 of Form W-2). Application is determined after the end
of the calendar year and on an employee-by-employee basis. This amount
does not take into account any elective deferrals to a 401(k), 403(b),
or cafeteria plan.
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2. Rate of pay safe harbor.
The employee’s monthly contribution amount for the self-only premium of the employer’s lowest cost coverage
that provides minimum value is affordable if it is equal to or lower than 9.86% of the employee’s computed monthly
wages. For hourly employees, monthly wages are equal to 130 hours multiplied by their rate of pay. For salaried
employees, monthly wages are equal to their monthly salary.
3. Federal Poverty Level (FPL) safe harbor.
Coverage is affordable if it does not exceed 9.86% of the FPL. Under this safe harbor, for plan years that begin
before July 1, 2019, the employee monthly cost for self-only coverage under the lowest cost plan that provides a
minimum value must be no more than $99.75 (48 contiguous states), $124.73 (Alaska), or $114.70 (Hawaii).

Employer Action
Employers budgeting and preparing for the 2019 plan year should review these affordability safe harbors when analyzing
the cost for the coming year.
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Proposed Rule Expands
Required Electronic
Filing of IRS Forms
Published: June 5, 2018

Currently, employers must file certain types of forms electronically (not via paper)
only if they file 250 or more of the same type of form (e.g., Forms W-2 and
1095-C are evaluated separately). In a recently issued proposed rule, the IRS
announced it intends to require aggregation of all information returns to determine
the 250-return threshold.

Example
An employer files only two types of forms for 2018 in early 2019:
•

200 Forms W-2 with the SSA; and

•

100 Forms 1095-C and one Form 1094-C with the IRS.

The employer can file by paper because it has less than 250 of each type of filing.
However, if the proposed rule is finalized, the employer will have to file
electronically because it has 301 total filings.
Specifically, the proposed rules states that “if during a calendar year a person
is required to file a total of 250 or more information returns of any type covered
by §301.6011-2(b), the person is required to file those information returns
electronically” (emphasis added).
Forms covered by §301.6011-2(b) include (but are not limited to):
•

Form W-2

•

Form 1094-C

•

Form 1095-C

•

Form 1099
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Additionally, the proposed rule provides that if the information returns originally filed for the calendar year are required
to be filed electronically, any correction to those forms must also be filed electronically. This means, for instance, if an
employer files 1,000 Forms 1095-C electronically with the IRS and later needs to correct 10 of those forms, the submission
of the 10 corrected forms must be electronic.
If finalized, these rules would apply to information returns required to be filed after December 31, 2018 and any corrected
returns filed after that date. Thus, this rule change may affect calendar year (CY) 2018 Forms W-2 and CY 2018 Forms
1094-C and 1095-C.
The proposed rule does not amend the existing regulations allowing persons who are required to file returns electronically
to request a waiver of the electronic-filing requirement.
Employers with less than 250 forms can always voluntarily file electronically and the vast majority of employers do so.

Employer Action
•

Employers that have not electronically filed in the past should be aware of this proposed rule and prepare to carefully
review the number of forms submitted on an aggregated basis to determine whether they will be subject to electronic
filing of CY 2018 forms.

•

Affected employers that handle these IRS forms internally (without a third-party provider) will need to understand
and prepare with IT as the filing process is complicated. Alternatively, it may be time to review a third-party vendor
solution. If interested, we can help in this process.

•

Employers can consider submitting comments to the IRS regarding this proposed regulation.
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NJ Governor
Signs Bills to Stabilize
Individual Market
Published: June 12, 2018

New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy signed two bills into law in response to
the repeal of the federal Individual Shared Responsibility Mandate under the
Affordable Care Act (effective January 1, 2019). The bills are intended to stabilize
the state’s individual health insurance market.
This legislation will directly impact residents of NJ and indirectly affect employers
with employees residing in the state.

State Individual Mandate
The New Jersey Health Insurance Market Preservation Act will require all New
Jersey residents to have Minimum Essential Coverage (MEC) beginning January
1, 2019, or pay a penalty.
NJ’s mandate is scheduled to take effect on January 1, 2019, making NJ the
second state, after Massachusetts, to enact an individual mandate. The mandate
includes an annual penalty of 2.5% of a household’s income or $695 per adult and
$347 per child – whichever is higher. The maximum penalty is based on household
income and will not exceed the average yearly premium of a bronze plan.
A “hardship exemption” will be available for individuals who cannot afford coverage,
determined by the State Treasurer. NJ expects to collect between $90 million and
$100 million in penalties. This money, along with additional federal funding, will be
used on a reinsurance program, which Murphy also signed into law.

Reinsurance Program
The New Jersey Health Insurance Premium Security Act authorizes NJ to
apply for, accept, and receive federal funds to implement and sustain market
stabilization programs, by applying for a federal waiver (Section 1332 waiver).
Contingent on federal approval, NJ will establish a program to provide funding
for health carriers to make claims payments that exceed a certain threshold.
If approved, the program intends to reimburse health insurance carriers in the
individual market for some of the cost associated with high-cost enrollees and is
expected to reduce premiums by 10-20%.
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It appears that if NJ does not receive approval from the federal government for funding of this program, the state may
consider relief from the individual mandate for NJ residents.

Employer Action
While these bills do not directly affect employer sponsored plans, the individual mandate requirement for NJ residents will
likely require education for employees. As residents in NJ will now be required to obtain health coverage to avoid a state
income tax penalty, employers may see an increase in plan enrollment. Unlike Massachusetts which requires specific
coverage components, the NJ law only requires that coverage be MEC. Thus, most traditional employer-sponsored group
health plans should meet this definition. However, coverage for only dental benefits, certain medical indemnity policies
and vision benefits are likely not sufficient for purposes of avoiding the state tax. For now, employers with employees who
reside in New Jersey may wish to educate employees at Open Enrollment that by January 1, 2019 health coverage will be
required for NJ residents to avoid a penalty.
Another issue to watch for is whether NJ will provide relief for residents who do not have coverage as of January 1, 2019,
but have access to employer-sponsored coverage that runs on a non-calendar year, and enroll in that coverage when
available (e.g., for a February 1 plan year, enroll February 1, 2019).
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The ACA Undergoes a
New Legal Challenge
Published: June 20, 2018

Several states have lodged a legal challenge to the entire Affordable Care
Act (“ACA”) on the basis that the lack of an Individual Mandate tax makes the
remaining provisions unconstitutional. While the Administration is not intervening,
several other states are, defending the ACA’s sustainability without the Individual
Mandate tax. No resolution to the legal questions is expected imminently,
although the uncertainty that it causes could result in higher premiums now.

Background
One of the ACA’s major provisions is that Americans must have health insurance
or pay a penalty. That provision was challenged and, on June 28, 2012, the
Supreme Court ruled that the Individual Mandate is not a valid exercise of
Congress’ power under the Commerce Clause (i.e. the federal government cannot
force individuals to buy insurance), but nevertheless upheld it due to Congress’
power under the Taxing Clause (i.e., the federal government has broad authority
to monetarily penalize individuals).
Numerous efforts to repeal the ACA have all failed. However, in December 2017,
Congress, through the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, changed the Individual Mandate
Penalty to $0, beginning January 1, 2019.

New Challenge
In a renewed effort to strike down the ACA, on February 26, 2018, Texas Attorney
General Ken Paxton and 19 other Republican state attorneys general filed a
lawsuit which charged that Congress’ changes to the law in last year’s tax bill
rendered the entire ACA unconstitutional. The reasoning is as follows:
•

Step One: If the Individual Mandate, per the Supreme Court, is only
constitutional because it constitutes a tax, and if that tax has effectively
been eliminated, then the mandate sans tax that remains on the books is
therefore unconstitutional.
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•

Step Two: Invalidating the mandate should invalidate
the whole ACA because the law cannot function the
way Congress intended without the mandate in place.

Administration’s Inaction
On June 7, 2018, in a departure from the Justice
Department’s custom of fighting to uphold all reasonable
laws, U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions indicated in a
brief that it will not participate in the defense of this law suit.
While the Administration does call on the court to invalidate
the Individual Mandate, guarantee issue requirement,
and community rating requirement, it indicates that the
remaining provisions should stand.

Defense
In May 2018, the court allowed the attorneys generals from
Democratic-leaning states to “intervene” in the case and
defend the law. California Attorney General Xavier Becerra
is leading the challenge with 15 other states and the District
of Columbia and filed a preliminary injunction on June 7,
2018. They refute the Republican attorneys’ general claim,
noting that the ACA and its Individual Mandate have already
survived two reviews by the Supreme Court and over 70
unsuccessful repeal attempts in Congress.

June
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2018
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What to Expect
While the complaint requests that the ACA be dismantled
as of January 1, 2019, it is likely that litigation will extend
well beyond that time and perhaps return before the
Supreme Court. Whether the Republican-led repeal efforts
will be successful is uncertain. In King v. Burwell (the most
recent case before the Supreme Court challenging the
validity of the ACA), Chief Justice Roberts alluded that the
Court’s current majority favored keeping the law intact:
“Congress passed the Affordable Care Act to improve health insurance
markets, not to destroy them. If at all possible, we must interpret the Act
in a way that is consistent with the former, and avoids the latter.”

In the meantime, increased uncertainty may cause insurers
to pull out of the Marketplace or increase premiums. If the
ACA is invalidated, obviously, this would significantly impact
employers who, among other things, would no longer have
to evaluate affordability, define full-time employees as
those working at least 30 hours per week, limit their waiting
periods to 90 days, or file Forms 1095-C.
We will continue to keep you apprised of further
developments.
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Association Health Plans
Final Rules
Published: June 28, 2018

The Department of Labor published a final rule on June 21, 2018 creating
flexibilities for employers and working owners to band together to sponsor a
single Association Health Plan (AHP). The final rule allows multiple employers
to jointly sponsor a single group health plan by expanding ERISA’s definition
of “employer.” An AHP may provide coverage to the owners and employees of
participating employers and their families.
By collectively forming a single plan, multiple employers may avoid small group
market rating, maintain greater flexibility in benefits, and reduce premiums and
administrative expenses. An AHP is a multiple employer welfare arrangement
(MEWA) and is subject to the same federal and state rules as any other MEWAs.

Applicability of the Final Rules
The Department outlines a rolling applicability period (i.e., effective dates) in
order to allow states time to modify and/or implement rules in reaction to the
federal changes.
•

All associations (new or existing) may establish a fully insured AHP on
September 1, 2018.

•

Existing self-insured association programs established before June 21,
2018 and comply with federal rules prior to the final regulations, may rely on
these rules January 1, 2019.

•

New self-insured AHPs formed pursuant to this rule may rely on the
guidance as of April 1, 2019.

Any AHP arrangement permitted before the final rules will remain valid. The final
rules merely relax the definition of “employer” allowing more arrangements to
qualify as a single plan.
Under existing law, most existing association programs do not qualify as a
“single plan” under ERISA and each employer accessing coverage through the
arrangement is treated as a single ERISA plan. This also means the size of
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each employer (and not the aggregate size of the plan)
controls how the plan is rated by insurance companies
for purposes of premiums and benefits. For example, an
insured association plan with an employer that has 30
employees would be required to comply with the ACA’s
small market rules (e.g., EHBs, age-banded rates, bronze
level of coverage) even if, when looked at in the aggregate,
the number of employees getting coverage through the
association would otherwise qualify as a “large group.”
Nothing in these rules change any existing state laws
that may impose limitations, restrictions or prohibitions on
creating these arrangements on a fully insured or selffunded basis. So, while federal law has become more
relaxed, it will be up to each state (and applicable carriers)
whether to follow along.

Ahp Formation
A bona fide group or association (“association”) may form
an AHP if:
•

all employer members are engaged in the same
trade, industry, line of business, or profession; or

•

have a principle place of business in the same state
or metropolitan area.

The association sponsoring the AHP must be a viable
entity in the absence of providing health coverage and
demonstrate a substantial business purpose for existing
such as educating its members or promoting an industry.
The rules specifically exclude certain entities from
controlling an AHP including a health insurance issuer,
subsidiary or affiliate, a provider network, health care
organization, or other part of a health delivery system.
Association members must sufficiently control the
association and the AHP in form and substance, but not
necessarily conduct the day-to-day affairs. Members may
demonstrate sufficient control over the AHP by regularly
nominating and electing the officials who operate the
governing body, retaining authority to remove those officials
with or without cause; and maintaining approval and veto
power over decisions regarding plan design, amendments
or plan termination.

June
28,2018
2018
June 28,

Eligible Participants
An employee or former employee of a current employer
association member, working owner (one that works 20
hours/week or 80 hours/month), sole proprietor, partner,
and their beneficiaries (e.g., spouses and dependent
children) may all be eligible participants in an AHP.
Independent contractors, such as those working in the “gig”
economy, that possess a sufficient relationship with the
association may aggregate their hours to allow participation
in the AHP. Once members (including working owners)
cease membership in the association, they can no longer
be covered by the AHP because they have lost a significant
connection to the group.
Keep in mind, these rules did not change the tax
implications when group coverage is provided to certain
self-employed individuals. Sole proprietors, partners and
independent contractors who obtain coverage through
a group plan will have the same tax restrictions and
consequences that existed prior to the DOL guidance.
Individuals holding greater than 2% of shares in an
S-corporation and their family members, sole proprietors,
partners, non-employee directors, non-employee
independent contractors will continue to be restricted
from participating in a Section 125 cafeteria plan (pre-tax
premium payments). Contributions made by an employer
toward the cost of group coverage to these individuals is
generally taxable.

Plan Coverage
These rules do not require the underlying medical coverage
to be of a “Bronze” level. This means, assuming it is
permissible under state law, an AHP could offer a plan that
does not meet minimum value. This could include “skinny”
coverage (e.g., preventive care only). Applicable large
employers (ALEs) considering coverage through an AHP
should be mindful as to the potential penalty implications
in the event the coverage does not meet minimum value
requirements.
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Nondiscrimination
AHPs are subject to the same HIPAA nondiscrimination rules as other large group health plans. The AHP cannot
discriminate in eligibility, benefits or premiums against individuals within a group of similarly situated individuals based
on a health factor. The AHP may make distinctions between groups of individuals based on bona-fide employment-based
classification consistent with the employer’s usual business practices. Notably, absent a bona fide business classification,
all employers within an AHP will have the same benefits, premiums and eligibility rules. The Department’s rule does not
allow experience rating at each employer level.

Examples
Example 1
Association A offers group health coverage to all members. According to the bylaws of Association A, membership is
subject to the following criteria: All members must be restaurants located in a specified area. Restaurant B, which is
located within the specified area, has several employees with large health claims. Restaurant B applies for membership
in Association A, and is denied membership based on the claims experience of its employees.
In this Example 1, Association A’s exclusion of Restaurant B from Association A discriminates on the basis of claims
history, which is a health factor. Association A does not meet the definition of a bona fide group or association of
employers.

Example 2
Association F offers group health coverage to all plumbers working for plumbing companies in a state, if the plumbing
company employer chooses to join the association. Plumbers employed by a plumbing company on a full-time basis
(which is defined under the terms of the arrangement as regularly working at least 30 hours a week) are eligible for
health coverage without a waiting period. Plumbers employed by a plumbing company on a part-time basis (which is
defined under the terms of the arrangement as regularly working at least 10 hours per week, but less than 30 hours per
week) are eligible for health coverage after a 60-day waiting period.
In this Example 2, making a distinction between part-time versus full-time employment status is a permitted distinction
between similarly-situated individuals provided the distinction is not directed at individuals. Accordingly, the requirement
that plumbers working part time must satisfy a waiting period for coverage is a rule for eligibility that is permissible under
the nondiscrimination rules.
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Example 3
Association G sponsors a group health plan, available to all employers doing business in Town H. Association G charges
Business I more for premiums than it charges other members because Business I employs several individuals with
chronic illnesses.
The employees of Business I cannot be treated as a separate group of similarly-situated individuals from other members
based on a health factor of one or more individuals. Therefore, charging Business I more for premiums based on one or
more health factors of the employees of Business I does not satisfy these requirements.

Example 4
Association Q is a retail industry association. It sponsors a group health plan that charges employees of employers
different premiums based on their occupation: Cashier, stockers, and sales associates. The distinction is not directed at
individual participants or beneficiaries based on a health factor.
The premium distinction is permissible because it is not based on a health factor and is not directed at individual
participants and beneficiaries based on a health factor.

ERISA Reporting and Disclosure Requirements
An AHP is treated as a single plan with the association as the plan sponsor. Existing rules generally require AHPs to file
both a Form M-1 and Form 5500 with the DOL. Small AHPs (generally under 100 participants) are not eligible for the filing
exemption available for insured and unfunded plans with fewer than 100 participants.
AHPs will likely have to put in place appropriate safeguards for handling plan assets. To the extent participant and
employer contributions are being transmitted to the association, who then pays benefits out of the AHPs assets or forwards
them to the insurance carrier, those contributions are considered plan assets and must be held in a trust.
An AHP must comply with all ERISA disclosure requirements such as maintaining a written plan document and providing
disclosures to plan participants including, but not limited to, a Summary Plan Description (SPD) and a Summary of
Benefits and Coverage (SBC). Also, each member employer of the AHP must ensure new hires receive a Marketplace
notice as required by the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Application of other Federal and State Laws
AHPs remain subject to all ACA requirements that would otherwise apply to a plan of the same size and funding method.
As stated earlier, ALEs remain subject to Employer Shared Responsibility rules and risk penalty if the AHP does not
provide minimum essential coverage that is affordable and meets minimum value requirements.
The Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act (MHPAEA) and Mental Health Parity Act (MHPA) (collectively known
as the “Mental Health Parity” laws) apply to employers with more than 50 employees. Mental Health Parity laws will apply
to an AHP if the number of employees across all member employers in the preceding calendar year exceeds 50 in the
aggregate.
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COBRA continuation coverage requirements generally apply to employers with 20 or more employees. It is unclear
whether all AHP member employers will be required to offer COBRA if the number of employees exceed 20 in the
aggregate across all employers. No IRS guidance has been announced yet.

State Involvement
States are permitted to regulate self-insured and fully-insured AHPs to the extent the AHP is marketing to employers within
the state. AHPs are subject to the same regulatory requirements, funding concerns, and state licensing restrictions which
may have hindered formation at the state level in the past. States may require an AHP obtain a certification or license
to operate in the state. The state may also require the AHP to purchase an insurance policy from another state-licensed
insurance company. Careful review of state rules will be important if considering establishing an AHP.

Conclusion
We anticipate existing associations, carriers and TPAs will carefully review these rules to determine whether to establish
AHPs. Additionally, industry groups currently not providing an insurance option to its employer population may consider
creating one of these AHPs. Further analysis is needed on a state-by-state level to understand the state laws that may
affect the establishment and administration of these programs.
Also, the Attorneys General (“AGs”) in New York and Massachusetts have initiated a lawsuit against the administration
challenging the validity of these rules. Depending on how quickly the AGs move, the effective dates outlined above could
be affected.
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The checklist below provides simple explanations of the various required
reporting & disclosure obligations of employer-sponsored health & welfare plans
(federal law).
All Welfare Benefit Plans The following are required for all employer-sponsored
health and welfare plans (these usually include life and disability plans along with
medical and dental, etc.)

SPD

Summary of employee rights and
benefits under an employer-sponsored
plan. All participants should receive a
copy of this within 90 days of becoming
covered by the plan and then at least
every 5 years after that. Must meet
certain content requirements.

Any Size

SMM

Describes material modifications to a
plan and reflects changes made to the
SPD before the SPD is revised. No later
than 210 days after the end of the plan
year in which the change is adopted,
unless a revised SPD is provided.

Any Size

Notification of Benefit
Determination

Claims notices or EOBs.

Plan Documents

Must be maintained by the plan
administrator (usually the employer)
and provided within 30 days of a written
request. A copy must be available at the
business location. Generally includes,
among other things, most recent SPD
(and any interim SMMs) and Form
5500 filing, and any contracts or other
instruments governing the plan and
the plan’s operations. This should be
updated annually.

Any Size

Any Size
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All Welfare Benefit Plans The following are required for all employer-sponsored health and welfare plans (these usually include life
and disability plans along with medical and dental, etc.)
Generally, 100+
participants

Generally, 100+
participants

Form 5500

Generally, applies to employee welfare plans covering 100 or more employees at the
beginning of the plan year must submit this electronically to the DOL by the end of the
7th month after the end of the plan year. A one-time 2½ month extension is available by
submitting Form 5558 to the IRS by the date the Form 5500 would have otherwise been due.

SAR

Narrative summary of information on Form 5500. Distributed to all participants within 9
months of the end of the plan year, or 2 months after the Form 5500 is due. Not required
for a plan under which benefits are paid solely from the general assets of the employer or
employee organization.

Group Health Plans The following are required for group health plans only, which generally refer to medical, dental, and/or vision
plans:

Any Size

20+ employees

Any Size

Any Size

Summary of Material
Reduction in Covered
Services or Benefits

Summary of group health plan amendments, provided within 60 days of adoption of material
reduction in benefits, unless earlier notice is required pursuant to ERISA fiduciary obligation.
Consistent with the SBC requirements (see below), any advance notification of a material
modification to the SBC will satisfy this requirement.

COBRA Notices: If you have a COBRA administrator, it is probably handling all these notices on your behalf. However,
you should be familiar with the requirements as the employer is ultimately responsible for COBRA compliance. These
notification requirements include the following:
COBRA Reasonable
Procedures

Included in the SPD and General COBRA Notice.

General COBRA Notice
(Initial Notice)

No later than 90 days after the date on which such individual’s coverage under the plan
commences.

COBRA Election Notice

Within 44 days after the qualifying event date or loss of coverage if provided by the plan.

Notice of Unavailability
of COBRA

Notice that individual is not entitled to COBRA coverage. Provided within 14 days after the
plan administrator (employer) receives notice of a qualifying event.

Notice of Early
Termination of COBRA

As soon as practicable after determining that coverage will end.

COBRA Conversion Notice

Where required, within 180 days of the end of the COBRA coverage period.

HIPAA Notices: There are various required notifications and some are issued from the insurer although the ultimate
responsibility for disclosure is the plan sponsor’s.
Special Enrollment Rights

Include with enrollment materials.

Notice of Privacy Rights

Include with initial enrollment materials; again within 60 days after a material change; upon
request; send a reminder every three years. However, if health benefits are provided through
an insurance contract with a health insurance issuer or HMO, the plan must merely maintain
a notice and provide such notice upon request.

Wellness Program
Disclosure

Where required, within 180 days of the end of the COBRA coverage period.

WHCRA Notice

This should be provided upon initial enrollment and on an annual basis.
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Group Health Plans The following are required for group health plans only, which generally refer to medical, dental, and/or vision
plans:
Any Size

QMCSO or NMS

Includes various requirements when a medical child support order has been received and
describes the plan’s qualification process. Should be included in the certificate/SPD.

Any Size

NMHPA
(Newborn’s and Mother’s
Health Protection Act)

This should be included in the certificate/SPD.

Any Size

Michelle’s Law

If a plan covers dependents past age 26 or certain dependents such as grandchildren
based on student status, Michelle’s Law will apply and the disclosure will be required. This
disclosure should be included in the certificate and the SPD.

Any Size

Medicare Part D:
Participant Notice

Discloses the “creditable” status of prescription drug coverage to participants. Must be
provided in specific time frames, including annually and at initial enrollment. Your insurance
carrier will let you know if your plan is Creditable or Non-Creditable. It is important to note
that the font and page requirements for this notice are very specific, so it is best to use the
sample notice from the government website.

Any Size

Medicare Part D:
Disclosure to CMS

This disclosure must be sent through the CMS website within the first 60 days of the plan
year; within 30 days after termination of the prescription drug plan; and 30 days after any
change in creditable status of the prescription drug plan.

Any Size

MSP Reporting

This disclosure is to CMS for purposes of coordination of benefits for Medicare-enrolled
individuals. Unless the plan is both self-funded and self-administered, the carrier or TPA will
be doing this disclosure.

Any Size

CHIPRA

This notice must go out before the first day of the plan year on an annual basis. Usually
included in the enrollment materials. Disclosure to the state Medicaid or CHIP programs
must also be completed once model forms are available from the respective states.

51+

MHPA/MHPAEA

Employers claiming a cost exemption must provide notice to the DOL and participants.

Patient Protection And Affordable Care Act (PPACA) – Health Care Reform These notices generally apply to medical plans only.
Any Size

Grandfathered Health
Plans

This notice should be provided to all plan participants in all plan materials (including the SPD
and enrollment materials).

Any Size

Patient Protection
Disclosure

Non-grandfathered plans that require designation of a primary care provider; can be provided
with the open enrollment materials.

Any Size

Claims, Appeals and
External Review Process

Non-grandfathered plans are subject to new and additional requirements including, among
other things, new notices of adverse benefit determinations and external review decisions.
These changes should be documented in the certificate of insurance/SPD (self-insured
plans need to coordinate with TPAs).

Any Size

Advance Notice of
Rescissions

Notice of at least 30 calendar days is required to an individual before coverage may be
retroactively cancelled (rescinded). Coverage may only be rescinded in limited circumstances
(e.g., fraud).

Any Size

SBC and Uniform Glossary

This is a summary of the health plan benefits that must be provided to all participants and
beneficiaries. The DOL provides a model template. Plans must provide to newly eligible
individuals (e.g., new hires, special enrollees) and in connection with renewal.

Any Size

HHS Quality Reporting

Annual reporting requirement to HHS and participants on specific features of the group
health plan. Further guidance is needed.
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Patient Protection And Affordable Care Act (PPACA) – Health Care Reform These notices generally apply to medical plans only.
Generally
employers filing
250+ Form W-2

Any Size

W-2 Reporting

Comparative
Effectiveness/PCOR Fee

Many employers will be required to report the value of health insurance coverage provided to
employees on the employee’s Form W-2. Employers that file fewer than 250 Form W-2s for
the preceding calendar year are not subject to he report requirement in the current calendar
year.
For self funded health plans (including HRAs), there is a fee to fund a Patient-Centered
Outcome Research program that equals $1 in the first year ($2 in year two, $2.08 in year
three) multiplied by the average number of lives insured under a group health plan policy.
Form 720 should be filed each July 31 for the calendar year immediately following the last
day of the plan year.
The insurance carriers are responsible for paying and reporting this fee for fully-insured
plans.

Notice of Coverage Options

Notice of the new Marketplace, regardless of whether the employer offers a health plan,
to each new employee at the time of hire. For 2014, the DOL will consider a notice to be
provided at the time of hire if the notice is provided within 14 days of an employee’s start
date.

Large Employers

6055/6056 Reporting

First effective in 2016 for the 2015 calendar year:
• A report to the IRS and to a primary insured reporting which individuals are enrolled in
minimum essential coverage for individual mandate purposes, handled by the carrier for
an insured plan and by the employer for a self-funded plan;
• An information return to the IRS and to all full-time employees that reports the terms
and conditions of the employer-sponsored health plan coverage, handled by large
employers for employer penalty purposes.

Employers with
self-funded health
plans

Reinsurance Fee
Enrollment Count

Submit an annual enrollment count of the average number of covered lives of reinsurance
contribution enrollees for the applicable benefit year to HHS by November 15. 2014 – 2016
only.

All Employers
Subject to the FLSA
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General Employment Law Notices Not required to be issued by group health plans specifically; not an exhaustive list.1
ADEA (20 employees)
15+ employees
for 20+ calendar
weeks (current or
preceding year)

ADA
Usually posted.
PDA
GINA

50+ employees

Any Size

FMLA Notices

If you have an FMLA administrator, it is probably handling all of these notices on your behalf.
However, the employer is ultimately responsible for FMLA compliance. These notification
requirements include the following:

General Notice

In addition to the posted notice requirement, notice of employer and employee general rights
and responsibilities with respect to FMLA.

Nonpayment of Premiums

When an employee’s premium payment is more than 30 days late and employer intends to
drop coverage.

Other Notices

Examples are: Eligibility notice, Rights and Responsibilities notice, Certification form,
Designation notice.

USERRA Notices

In addition to the posted notice requirement, this notice should be provided at the beginning
of any leave for uniformed service and may be provided along with the COBRA election
notice.

Other Document Requirements
Any Size

Cafeteria Plans

Written plan document is required if offering benefits on a pre-tax basis. Annual
nondiscrimination testing must be performed.

Any Size

Self-Insured
Reimbursement Plans

Any self-insured reimbursement plan (e.g., major medical, dental, FSA, HRA) must have a
written plan document and is subject to nondiscrimination rules under Code Section 105(h).

Any Size

HIPAA Privacy & Security
Policies

All self-insured health plans and fully insured group health plans that create or receive PHI/ePHI (other than summary information) must implement privacy and security procedures.
Does not apply to fully-insured plans that to not create or receive PHI/e-PHI.

Any Size

HIPAA Privacy and Security
Plan Amendments

For plans subject to the HIPAA privacy and security rule (see above), ensure plan
documents contain information on privacy and security rules rule.

Any Size

HIPAA Business
Associate Agreements

Health plans should have business associate agreements with their business associates who
use and disclose PHI/e-PHI for certain health plan functions including claims processing,
legal advice, consulting and actuarial determinations.

Any Size

Medicare Part D
Application for Subsidy

Applies only to retiree health plans providing prescription drug coverage. Plans may apply for
a retiree subsidy from CMS within 90 days from the start of the plan year.

Any Size

Record Retention

ERISA plans are subject to record retention requirements. General rule is to retain records
for 8 years.

Any Size

Record Retention –
Grandfathered Plans

Grandfathered group health plans must retain record of grandfathered status for as long as
the plan claims that status.

1  Discuss these notices with your employment counsel.
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